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Summary

The balanced care model proposes that a comprehensive mental health system needs to include both community- and hospital-based care. The model is based on a structured review of scientific evidence, and is also informed by the experience of experts active in mental health system change in many countries worldwide.
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but may not be sufficient for effective care. What mobile teams can facilitate is better continuity for patients who would otherwise have intermittent or discontinuous treatment. When such clinical encounters do take place, once again the critical issue is whether the content of treatment is effective.

Acute in-patient care

There is also a very weak evidence base about most aspects of in-patient care. There are few systematic reviews in this field, the processes of care are poorly understood (e.g. the most effective length of stay), and systematic data on outcomes are rare. More generally, although in practice there is a consensus that acute in-patient services are necessary both to diagnose and to treat patients, the number of beds needed is highly contingent on which other services exist locally, and on local social, economic and cultural characteristics. Since acute in-patient care commonly absorbs most of the mental health budget, reducing the numbers of patients admitted or the average length of stay may therefore be important system goals, especially if the resources released in this way can be used to pay for the development of other service components.

Long-term community-based residential care

Alongside acute psychiatric beds, it is also important to know whether patients with severe and long-term disabilities should be cared for in larger, traditional institutions or be transferred to long-term community-based residential care. Although there is no strong evidence on this question from low-income settings, the evidence from medium- and high-income settings is reasonably clear. When deinstitutionalisation is carefully carried out, when patients who have previously received long-term in-patient care for many years are discharged to community care, then the outcomes are neutral or favourable for the majority. Nevertheless, the range and capacity of community residential long-term care that will be needed in any particular area is also highly dependent on which other services are available locally, and on social and cultural factors, such as the amount of family care that is available.

### Work and occupation

Rates of unemployment among people with mental disorders are generally much higher than in the general population, especially in times of economic recession. Traditional methods of occupational rehabilitation have not been shown to be effective in leading to open market employment. For areas with medium levels of resource, in the absence of relevant evidence, it is reasonable to make pragmatic decisions about the provision of work and occupation services, especially taking into account the priorities and preferences of service users and family members.

### High-income settings

In high-income settings, superimposed upon the primary care system, and also in addition to the provision of general adult mental health services, the balanced care model proposes that a series of specialised services should also be provided, as resources allow, in each of these five component categories, in order to provide more intense/expert interventions, specifically targeted to identified areas of poorly met need (see Fig. 1). In fact, however, experience shows that it is often the case that specialised services are developed either in the absence of the first two layers of service, or independently, to create an unbalanced system.

Examples of specialised out-patient/ambulatory clinics include those for people with eating disorders, treatment-resistant affective disorders, people with comorbid psychotic and substance misuse/dependence disorders, or for mentally ill mothers.
Specialised CMHTs, for example, can include assertive community treatment or early intervention teams. Additional/alternative specialist acute in-patient care can refer to acute day hospitals, crisis houses or home treatment/crisis resolution teams.

Three basic types of specialised long-stay community residential care have been identified as relevant to high-income settings: (a) 24-hour staffed residential care (high-staffed hostels, residential care homes or nursing homes, depending on whether the staff have professional qualifications); (b) day-staffed residential facilities (hostels or residential homes which are staffed during the day); and (c) accommodation with lower levels of staffing support. Finally, in relation to specialised forms of work and occupation, evidence is now accumulating from high-income settings in favour of supported employment approaches.

**How can the balanced care model be implemented?**

It is clear that formulating a mental health strategy or plan, for example one based on the balanced care model, may be necessary but not sufficient to ensure that service improvement will be put into practice. In recent years an increasingly detailed appreciation has developed about the barriers which impede the implementation of evidence-based policies and practices, and about methods which can be used to successfully overcome these barriers. In the future, therefore, it will be necessary not only to have models available which guide planning, but also models which equally clearly guide implementation.

Taking into account the combined information from both this literature review and this synthesis of expertise, what are the implications? Our conclusions are that there is no strong evidence that a comprehensive system of mental healthcare can be provided by hospital-based care, but nor is there strong evidence that it can be provided by community-based services. Rather, a balance is necessary which includes both hospital and community components. Although specific recommendations have been developed in some countries to ensure that at least a half of all mental healthcare expenditure is on community services, in fact the relative mixture of service components needed depends very much on specific local circumstances, and where the blend is likely to change over time.
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